Vario and Vario W Re-Calibration

Tools needed - 2mm Allen wrench (pictured below)

PROCEDURE:

Empty the beans from the hopper and run the grinder to clear all coffee out of the unit.

Remove the hopper and verify that the upper burr is locked fully counterclockwise into position. The metal wings need to butted up against the plastic tabs.
Push both levers all the way down to the coarsest setting

Vario: Press Manual, then START, to power on the motor

Vario W: Press Tare, 1, and then START to power on the motor

With the motor running, lift the right Macro lever up to setting 2 (one down from the top)

Lift the left Micro lever up slowly up to setting Q. You should hear a definitive change in noise. If this is not the case, leave the grind levers at setting 2Q and insert the 2mm Vario calibration tool into the hole pictured below. There is a hex head screw in the hole.

With the motor running, slowly twist the tool finer until you hear a change in noise. Turning the tool should require minimal force.

Enjoy!